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Introduction
Resource depletion and pollution demand us humans to
change. This is widely acknowledged but not widely sup-
ported in daily practice. The built environment is responsi-
ble for 40% of resource depletion, however it has only re-
cently begun to implement climate minded changes. The
presented research aims to define optimisation methodolo-
gies that will help engineers to find optimal building de-
signs to ultimately contribute to a healthy planet.

Design Search Space
In building design optimisation, the complete search space is
still too large and too complex for modern optimisation tech-
niques. Engineers therefore limit search spaces to manage-
able sizes, leading to a possible loss of optimal designs. The
presented research is an endeavour to enlarge the search
spaces that engineers traditionally search. This, by finding
new design search spaces in an iterative and hybrid process
based on previously found optima, design rules, and/or engi-
neering input.
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Figure 1: Results of a super-structured search using the SC.

Design search spaces are considered super-structured
when they have fixed variables that are often constrained,
and super-structure free when the type or existence of vari-
ables and their constraints can change. Two building spatial
design representations that are limited to a collection of or-
thogonal spaces are introduced. The supercube (SC) is a
collection of cells that are individually controlled to collec-
tively represent one or more spaces in a building and it is
thus super-structured. The movable and sizeable represen-
tation (MS) is a collection of spaces that are freely located
and sized and it is thus super-structure free.
Optimisation algorithms have been implemented and defined
for both a super-structured and a super-structure free de-
sign search space. Figure 1 shows results from the super-
structured search with the SMS-EMOA algorithm when op-
timising for strain energy (compliance) and heating energy.
Figure 2 shows the transformations made to a building
design during the super-structure free simulations of co-
evolutionary design (CD) processes, in which it is also tried
to optimise for compliance and heating energy.
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Figure 2: Results of a super-structure free search using the
MS representation.

Combination of Design Search Spaces
The results in the previous section show the strong points of
each approach, SMS-EMOA can effectively consider many
solutions albeit though at the cost of time. CD on the other
hand can move to different solutions fast, however it is not ef-
fective. As mentioned, both optimisation approaches will be
hybridised with the intent to employ the best of both. An op-
timisation result from one optimisation will as such be used
to define the design search space of the other, this will con-
tinue in a consecutive manner until a stopping criterion has
been reached. Recently this method has been successfully
implemented, a small comparison is given in figure 3.
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Figure 3: The graph shows the improvement of the combined
method over a pure super-structured optimisation. The visu-
alised solutions are the knee points in the pareto front ap-
proximation after each algorithm.
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